DOSSIER

MARCAR. NOTAR. SIGNAR.

Leave a mark. A signal. Embroider initials on clothing. Make an incision. Mark a place. Point out something so
that it is known. Aim briefly. A sign. A signal.

Sound is matter. Sound as the only character. The sound as the plan of a place. Sound as the record of
someone, of a time, of a town. When Pauline Oliveros told us that one does not hear a sound, but the place
where it sounds, the moment when it sounds, who it sounds with… It is understood that this material does not
hang on a wall, does not wait for you to arrive to be named; I need you, yes, but maybe not as one might think.
These works have that particularity: they are composed of sounds that rewrites when you listen to them. The
writing of the sound, its letter, the note, the mark on paper, the sign that hides a language for the one who
writes or for the one who reads. Maybe professional “listeners” could tell a story only of the sounds that have
been left in the margin, that binds the shores together, not repeatable sounds, sound film, loose papers, loose
letters, signs.

This exhibition presents the research of the ARR EDIZIOAK project (composed of Audiolab + ELSA Records),
and tends to be a side note of the exhibitions dedicated to sound, bringing together a series of works that
reflect on sound as a medium. This exhibition includes works by Andres Doñate, Alex Mendizabal, Bruce
McClure, Xabier Erkizia and Juanjo Aranguren who are sound writers, deeply connected through their works
and experiences. In their immediate environment, we do not see the cohesion that time has given us over
other groups, that have been references for the artists on display, but we can assume that friendship can be
a common thread.

Sound-Art is interdisciplinary by nature and it can materialize through an infinite number of applications that
go back and forth between music ( musique concrète, electroacoustic, electronic, noise, ambient, etc.) and
the a priori understood as conventional arts (sculpture, video art, cinema…). Relating its story here and now
is not relevant but it deserves to recall its relatively recent genealogy, from John Cage and Fluxus through
Christian Marclay and turntablism, Max Neuhaus and the sculpture in public space, aforementioned Pauline
Oliveros and the idea of Deep Listening, or Luca Ferrari and the radio art, just to mention a few references
that show us the creative plurality behind the label Sound-Art.

We, all the platforms that have had the sensibility to broadcast sounds like noise, but ordered, annotated,
signed by the language and register of the artists, which is after all a way of indicating a place and a space,
assume that there are as many writing possibilities as there are signs and people. This is just a beginning
that brings together the works of Andres Doñate, Alex Mendizabal, Bruce McClure, Xabier Erkizia y Juanjo
Aranguren.

Tamara García
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ALEX MENDIZABAL
Since he was a child he composed scores for ensembles, orchestras, soloists, stone and paper players, choirs, etc.
He stopped writing in 1996 and since then he builds and plays his own instruments.
We can mention his works : Interposed Counterpoints, Dagherrosounds, under water concerts, Saving Time Service (all
classic music unabridged in 1 minute), micro musics, Imitation Project, Blind Cinema, several sound installations, muted
silent films, Fraudulent and Freudulent cinema, Music Upside down etc.
He is founder of different groups such as Curva Chiusa, Monnezza Sonora, Zine Animau, Convention, Marching Band,
Senior Orchestra, Dissociazioni Unite AR
He has made more than a dozen Operetta (small operas).
He has played internationally in a wide variety of places like festivals, museums, institutions and independant spaces such
as : Portugal: Serralves ..., Croatia: Music Biennale, 25FPS ..., Italy: Visitazioni, M.A.C.RO., Biennale Venezia ..., France:
Pepete Lumiere, Nantes, Baionne ..., USA: Anthology Film Archive, San Francisco Cinemateque, Witney Museum ..., Spain:
La Casa Encendida, Museo Reina Sofia, MACBA, ... Belgium: Gennt, Netherlands: Rotterdam Film Festival, Basque Country:
Ertz, Tabakalera, Larraskito, ... UK: Cafe Otto, ....
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Betoben, a Matilde Emezabal
2020

Printing of original scores, two audio tracks (38” y 40”)
Unique work
Variable dimensions
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During winter 2020, Ludwig Van used to come visit me.
As a kid, Matilde gave me an alias and Eulogio still calls me like that.
Betoben, a Matilde Emezabal is the result of a process started by Alex Mendizabal many years ago in which he accumulated
Mozart’s symphonic work until it collapses. The exercice of cutting and superimposing measures ends up turning music into
pure abstract sound.
The work he decided to show for this exhibition is a reinterpretation of two Ludwig Van Beethoven symphonies that he
shortened by overlap. The work is composed by two scores and two sound pieces that are the two compressed symphonies. It
proposes a radical alteration of time and pace, a destruction of metrics and rythm.
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H discus record - disco echo
2020

15 approved polypropylene
athletic disks, pad printing.
15 compositions
Unique work
Variable dimensions
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Presentation of 15 discs. After a life without making records, publication of the first 15. 5 heavy. 5 light. And 5 singles. Each
and every different.
Alex Mendizabal has always refused to record his performances, concerts or happenings. He never trusted in the
reproduction of his work. When he was first asked to publish something, anything, he did not reply immediatly, but he did not
refuse either. A month later he called us to tell that he wasn’t going to make a record, but 15 and he had a precise idea of how
to launch it. Soon he showed us 15 polyurethane discs commonly used for the discus throw (the olympic sport). 15 discs that
are accompanied, each one of them, by an exclusive sound work which will be only delivered to the buyer under contract that
do not allow any copy or public reproduction.
This work is a sample of the irony that runs through Mendizabal’s oeuvre that can be seen as a critic of a cultural scheme
which, according to the artist, is based on reproducibility.
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PARTITURE 1987 - 1996
2020

Compilation of compositions between 1987 to 1996
Ed. 25
Variable dimensions
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Compilation of scores written between 1987 and 1996.
Sheet music for choir, orchestra, string quartets, open sheet music, geological sheet music, to be played on a merry-go-round,
for top football teams, stone throwers, txistularis, for you...
This box is a limited edition of a large part of Mendizabal’s compositional work, which covers practically all of his production
between 1987 and 1996. It is a collection of more than 70 scores made in different places, mainly between New York and
Rome and written in Spanish, Basque and Italian. After an intense work of collecting and putting together all these documents,
scattered around the places where he has lived, this box offers an ordonated view of a production that has always responded more to the intuitive and the emotional than to the rational. It is the result of an urgent need to produce and to think
about strategies to face the chaos of the sounds that surround us. It ends up somehow being a kind of personal diary. This
work came from the author’s self-imposition of creating one composition per day, over a certain period of time. It is a way
for Alex Mendizabal to confront his work not only to the daily joy of creating but also to a certain resistance and rigor that is
traditionally used in musical writing.
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BRUCE MCCLURE
Bruce McClure lives in Brooklyn, NY. In 1994 he began working with stroboscopic discs as an entry to cinematic pursuits.
Since 1995 his film and live projector performances have been exhibited at numerous venues and festivals around the
world, including the Rotterdam International Film Festival, the Toronto International Film Festival, the New York Film Festival’s “Views of the Avant-Garde,” the Whitney Biennial, the Walker Art Center, the Wexner Center for the Arts, as well as
in the UK, Italy, Australia, and elsewhere. Locally, he has performed at Chicago Filmmakers and at the Film Studies Center
at the University of Chicago.
“Bruce McClure doesn’t make films, he performs them... Twirling knobs, flipping switches, and adjusting lenses, he coaxes
a bank of whirring projectors into producing images impossible to record.” The Brooklyn Rail
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Cannolo
2020

Artist’s instructions on paper
ø8,5 x 25cm
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This conceptual work is the result of a discussion with the artist, who was initially invited to do a concert-performance with
16mm projectors, between light and noise. As things went wrong in the world, and facing the impossibility of transatlantic
transport of people or works, Bruce MClure decided to send us CANNOLO, a straight line which, when folded on itself,
becomes infinite. He accompanied it with a text, a letter to the gallery, with brief instructions similar to a poem or a spatial
manifesto.

CIBRIÁN
Hernani Kalea 21 Bajo B
20004 Donostia
Gipuzkoa
Bruce McClure
136 North 3rd Street Apt. #3
Brooklyn, New York 11249

Cannolo
PRINCIPIUM
Turn now on this patch;
INGENUOUS LABOUR
Assembly returns to one peculiar point.
TENACITY BETWEEN INGENUOUS AND LIBERTINE
What was gen was a pattern; turning a page on a page. Now memory inspired, turn again to the wall.
THE CONVERGENCE OF THEIR COMPULSIVENESS
Let us return to here’s here. Now here.
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Canon Geométrico
1984

Video installation
Ed. 5 + 2 PA
16”04
Variable dimensions

JUANJO ARANGUREN

Eclectic, non-artist and with a wide variety of backgrounds, he is the co-founder of two experimental projects of aesthetic education for young childrens : Arteniño and Ikertze Laboratorios. In 1999 he has created the group “Zine Animau”
together with Alex Mendizabal. He has made various sculptures in the public space and conducts research on space (
three-dimensionality, geometry and relativity of space). These interests arises precisely from the geometric canon (shown
in the exhibion Marcar. Notar. Signar.) that he designed in 1984-85 and that inspired Andrés Doñate for his work, also
included in the exhibition, Gliss.
“From November 1955 until the present day (17.05.2020) I have not stopped living, everything else is circumstantial.
Without the other we are nothing” Juanjo Aranguren
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Juanjo Aranguren is a sculptor and designer. In 1984 he started to develop the concept of geometric canon, resulting in the
audiovisual animation work Canon Geométrico.
Juanjo Aranguren and Andres Doñate know each other from school, but they became friends years later. Both developed
an interest in the geometric, mathematical order. Juanjo says that their conversations always came at a time when they
lost each other. One day, Juanjo presented his canon to Andres that instantly understood and embraced it. A month later he
gave a CD to Juanjo on the cover of which was written Gliss. This is your canon turned into sound Andres said toJuanjo.
These two highly connected works meet the need to order the chaos in space (Canon) and time (Gliss).
On the occasion of the exhibition, the work of Juanjo Aranguren is accompanied by a double vinyl with the work of Andres
Doñate GLISS, edited by ARR EDIZIOAK. It is composed by four compositions of the same duration (16:04).
“My research is based on the golden ratio. Applied to a square, it results in different canons which converge in what can be
called a two-dimensional golden canon 1 (1984). All the arrival points instantly become the starting point. It is like a Board

game and you have to invent the rules, mother of new two-dimensional canons, multiple families of flat compositions and
even series of sculptures” (Juanjo Aranguren)
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ANDRÉS DOÑATE
‘Gliss’ is a work by the composer and sound artist Andres Doñate (Donostia, 1955-2015). This sound piece is an
adaptation of the geometric canon designed by Juanjo Aranguren which, Doñate, interprets through the use of sine waves
and mathematical algorithms. Four tracks are played simultaneously on four different channels. Although he developed his
musical and sound compositions from the 1980’s, this is the only work published to date by Andres Doñate. A composition in four parts that shows a unique artistic identity, and can give us an idea of the body of work of which we can only see
the top of the iceberg.
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Gliss
2005

Four-channel sound installation
16”04
Variabe dimensions
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XABIER ERKIZIA
Xabier Erkizia is a sound artist, independent producer and researcher. His work is an investigation of the relationship
between people, sounds and the act of listening. He makes sound installations, recordings, musical compositions, radio
pieces, sound design and soundtracks for movies or rehearsals. For the last 25 years, he has developed his activity in
various places in Europe, U.S.A and Asia, showing in museums, institutions, festivals and seminars. Since 2000 he has
co-directed the ERTZ Festival of Other Music, coordinated the AUDIOLAB sound laboratory at the Arteleku contemporary
art center and has founded the association of the same name. He currently combines his artistic and research work with
teaching.
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Zubiak dira zauriak.
Zauriak dira orbainak.
Orbainak dira izenak.
2016 - 2020

Installation (Video projection, fabric, sound)
60”
Variable dimensions
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Sound recordings captured on each of the bridges or other infrastructures that literally cross the Urumea River from its spring
to the mouth of the Cantabrian Sea. The final file is composed by one minute fragments. All sounds are samples of the vibrations
captured in and on the structure of the different bridges.
Geography, knowledge of those who ignored that they were philosophers, responds not so much to an exercice of representing
reality on paper, but to the desire to compare what is written with the reality. Just as there are no definitive cartographies, there
is also no single geography. There are, if you will, various geographies. As many as one wants to travel. Sounds, says François J.
Bonnet, do not have any special meaning, they are not important since it comes in and out of our ears. What is really important
is the ability of these sounds to make an incision, to leave traces. That is precisely what defines them as sounds (or music, values,
memories) in our mental geographies.
If we ask to ourselves what a river is, we hardly find any answer on the maps. It is not the truth that appears written, damaged
by the numbers, letters and stripes on the map. Neither scientifically (scale adapt to visibility) nor experientially (scale is not the
step). The maps don’t hide any other truth than the one we all know.
Just as when we ask ourselves what a body is and we look at scars; when we ask ourselves what a river is, without even paying
attention, we look at and through the cut. We observe from the walkways, bridges, viaducts, dams and viewpoints that we have
specifically designed for it. And then the neighbors and people who live with these infrastructures choose their name : Ibaiondo
(near the river in Basque), Errekaundi (great river in Basque), Biureta (two waters in Basque)...
If our tragedy is born on the map written with letters and numbers, the bridges keep the best perspective for your observation.
They offer a vanishing point. They give the measure and size to the river and therefore to the land around, to the possessions.
When it is not legally inforced, the neighbors of each shores choose different names for the same bridges, with letters or
numbers : Lugañene or Polígono 27, Urdinzu or Alfonso XIII, Sarasola or Egia (truth in Basque).
There are no maps without bridges.
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2020
Artist’s instructions on paper
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Juanjo Aranguren
Canon Geométrico
1984
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Alex Mendizabal
Betoben, a Matilde Emezabal
2020
Printing of original scores, two audio tracks (38” y 40”)
Unique work
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Variable dimensions
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Alex Mendizabal
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2020

Xabier Erkizia
Zubiak dira zauriak.
Zauriak dira orbainak.
Orbainak dira izenak.
2016 - 2020
Installation (Video projection, fabric, sound)

15 approved polypropylene
athletic disks, pad printing.
15 compositions
Unique work

60”
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Andres doñate
Gliss
2005
Four-channel sound installation

Artist’s book (compilation of compositions

16”04

between 1987 to 1996)

Variabe dimensions

Ed. 25
Variable dimensions
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SPATIAL SCORE

The sound, as an artistic material, has always been difficult to show. First, because of the museum‘s assumption that the body must always be at the disposal of the work once it has crossed the door. T
 his idea
c ontrasts with the apparently passive (and silent) attitude of the classical works (paintings, sculptures, etc.)
that cannot be directly accessed until you are literally in front of them. The common solution that end up
being given to installations or sound compositions is, since they work all the time and they tend to invade the
space of other works, that they are generally heard on headphones. Imagine that we had to put on binoculars
to see a painting because it is intrusive or disturbing to the visitor. The sound, unlike the image, doesn’t wait
silently but sounds, goes towards the visitors invinting them to inhabit the space. In that sense, we can say
that the matter is bodily, and therefore audible.
The solution, simple and logical, that this exhibition proposes, is to respect as much as possible the body of
the works and that of the visitors, establishing a contract between both through a classical format such as
the score. A text which, just as it serves for the composer to explain to the musicians how to interpret his
work, proposes here a contract between what is heard and the user. In short t erms, a spatial score.

38’’/40’’

16’

60’

Betoben

Gliss

Los puentes son heridas.
Las heridas cicatrices,
Las cicatrices nombres.
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